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Final – version April 2017 
 
Resolution by the Executive Board of Erasmus University Rotterdam (EUR) to adopt a 
policy guideline describing a procedure for the selection and appointment of Deans 
and the ISS rector (Procedure for the Selection and Appointment of Deans) 

 
Adopted by the Executive Board during its meeting on 6 April 2017. 
In view of Article 1:3 paragraph 4 of the General Administrative Law Act, Article 9.13 of the Higher 
Education and Research Act, and Articles 18 and 27A paragraphs 5 and 9 of the EUR Administration 
and Management Regulations, the Executive Board resolves as follows. 
 
 
1. General provisions 
Deans are appointed by the Executive Board. The Executive Board observes this policy guideline 
when doing so. This policy guideline applies mutatis mutandis to the appointment of the Rector at 
the International Institute for Social Studies (ISS). Due to the aforementioned Institute’s particular 
formal status, the supplementary provisions of the Institute’s regulations apply to the ISS Rector in 
addition to this policy guideline1. With respect to the appointment of the Dean at Erasmus MC’s 
Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences, a different procedure is maintained due to the specific 
context and legal frameworks.  
 
In accordance with the powers as recorded in the EUR Administration and Management Regulations, 
this policy guideline constitutes a binding framework for potential existing or future provisions 
relating to the appointment of deans in other faculty regulations. 
 
The selection procedure for deans takes the following key points into account: 

 EUR’s strategic objectives; 

 The faculty’s strategic objectives and the specific context in which the faculty finds itself;  

 Quality objectives relating to education, research and operational management, and 
objectives relating to the quality of Professors at the faculty; 

EUR’s diversity objectives in the area of diversity.  
 
2. Term of appointment  
Deans are appointed for a four-year term. In principle, Deans may be reappointed for a second four-
year term. The Executive Board will only resolve to reappoint a Dean for a third term - either partial 
or otherwise - in extremely exceptional cases. In this respect, the procedure specified in paragraph 3 
will be observed.  
The Executive Board strives to discuss  the possibility of  reappointment with the Dean in question,  
at least one year in advance of the end date of the Dean’s current appointment. Due to personal 
reasons, a Dean’s performance or the specific phase or context in which a faculty finds itself, the 
Executive Board may decide against reappointing the Dean in question. 
 
3. Reappointment procedure for a Dean in office 
The Executive Board will conduct a careful procedure in which the major stakeholders are involved in 
a timely manner. After consulting with the Dean in question, the Executive Board will adopt its 
intended decision to proceed to reappoint the said Dean. The President of the Executive Board and 
the Rector will subsequently consult, in confidence, the relevant Faculty Council on the matter of this 

                                                           
1 In respect of the composition of the appointment advisory committee for the ISS Rector, the members 
prescribed pursuant to Article 5 paragraph 3 of the ISS Institute Regulations will in any event be taken into 
consideration. 
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intended resolution to reappoint the Dean. After considering the Faculty Council’s input, the 
Executive Board will then take a final decision (or not, as the case may be). The Secretary of the 
Executive Board will coordinate the administrative handling in agreement with the HR Unit Manager. 
 
4. Recruitment procedure for a new Dean 
The Executive Board is the driving body in this procedure. The principal objective is to ensure a 
discreet, careful and transparent procedure wherein the major stakeholders are involved.  
 
The Executive Board may avail itself of the services of an external recruitment agency. The Executive 
Board will be supported in the process by the HR Unit Manager at the USC and the Secretary of the 
Executive Board. The search profile will be compiled on the basis of talks with the Executive Board, 
members of the faculty community, (representation from ) the Faculty Council  and the HR partner 
that regularly provides HR services to the faculty in question. The key points referred to in point 1, 
including the faculty’s strategic objectives, will be explicitly addressed in the profile. When filling the 
vacancy, the objectives in EUR’s policy will be taken into consideration in respect of gender as well as 
all the other diversity criteria. 
 Pursuant to this diversity policy, preference will be given to a female candidate in the event of equal 
suitability, until a balance between the number of male and female Deans has been attained. 
 
5. Recruitment procedure 

The Executive Board will organise an open procedure. In exceptional cases, the Executive Board may 
depart from this with due observance of the key points specified in point 1. The Executive Board will 
decide on the details of the recruitment procedure within the frameworks specified and on the 
composition of the Committees ,in consultation with the faculty community. During these 
consultations, the faculty community may put forward suggestions for internal or external candidates 
to be passed on to the recruitment agency.  
In the event of an open procedure, candidates will be recruited internally and externally at the same 
time. The text of the vacancy will be posted internally and externally at one and the same time. 
Internal and external candidates will be assessed on an equal footing against the criteria in the 
profile, and subsequently brought to the Executive Board’s attention by means of a ‘longlist’. 
Pursuant to EUR’s diversity policy, this longlist will comprise an appropriate balance between male 
and female candidates. 
 
 
6. First round: selection 
 
Selection Committee: Two members of the Executive Board + one Dean from another 
faculty + two faculty Directors to be specified at a later date, at least one of whom is a 
Professor 
The Executive Board will form the Selection Committee. Should needs be, it is possible to add two 
more members from the faculty to the Selection Committee. This will be determined during the 
further elaborating of the procedure, in consultation with the faculty community. The Selection 
Committee will decide which of the candidates will be invited for the first selection round (shortlist). 
Internal and external candidates will have equal opportunities during this round. Pursuant to the 
diversity policy, preference will be given to a shortlist with at least 30% female candidates in the 
event of equal suitability. When compiling the shortlist, the key points specified in paragraph 1 will 
be taken into consideration. 
The Selection Committee will hold interviews with the candidates on the shortlist on the basis of 
these candidates’ Curriculum Vitae. 
In principle, the Selection Committee will subsequently propose two candidates who are considered 
after the first round as being ‘suitable for appointment in principle’ for an interview with the 
Appointment Advisory Committee and the Participation Council Advisory Committee. 
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Internal candidates who do not qualify as suitable for appointment will be notified personally of this 
by a member of the Executive Board, or byi the external agency where appropriate. 
 
 
7. Second round: recommendation2

 

 

Appointment Advisory Committee (AAC) 
The members of this committee may not stand as candidates for the vacancy. One of the academic 
members of the AAC will chair the committee. The composition of the AAC must ensure that at least 
one woman is a member of this committee, and preferably one other member is from a different 
cultural background.  
Members will constitute a relevant representative body, preferably comprising four or five persons at 
management level at the relevant faculty, and the academic, teaching and support staff must be 
represented on the committee. 
 
Participation Council Advisory Committee 
This Advisory Committee will consist of a Confidential Committee (representative body) comprising 
no more than three persons from the Faculty Council at the relevant faculty, and must include at 
least one student member. The members of this committee may not stand as candidates for the 
vacancy. Pursuant to EUR’s diversity policy, the composition of this Committee must ensure that at 
least one woman is a member. The Advisory Committee will elect one of its members to Chair the 
committee. This Advisory Committee will be asked to advise the Selection Committee on the 
proposed candidates. This right of advice co-exists with the Faculty Council’s statutory right to be 
consulted prior to an appointment. 
 
In general regarding the Advisory Committees 
The advisory committees will speak with those candidates who qualify as suitable for appointment 
after the first selection round, and subsequently deliver a substantiated advice to the Executive 
Board. 
The Committee members hold a position of confidence and may neither distribute nor use the 
information shared within the committee outside the limited circle of the Executive Board and the 
HR Unit Manager. 
 
8. Third round: Executive Board, Faculty Council and appointment 

The Executive Board will consider the committees’ advice and will decide whether a subsequent 
interview with the candidate(s) is required, observing the same composition for the Selection 
Committee as in the first round. 
If, on the basis of the selection and advisory rounds, the final candidates are deemed equally 
suitable, with due observance of the diversity objective referred to in Article 4, preference will be 
given to internal candidates over external candidates The Executive Board will conduct a final 
interview with the ultimate candidate, and will then pronounce its intention to appoint the aforesaid 
candidate, on whom the Faculty Council will be consulted, in confidence. After hearing the Faculty 
Council on the candidate, the Executive Board will adopt a resolution to appoint the aforesaid 
candidate. 
A member of the Executive Board will personally notify all the unsuccessful candidates of their 
rejection. In cases where the Executive Board has availed itself of the services of a recruitment 
agency, this agency will notify all unsuccessful external candidates of their rejection. 
The Secretary of the Executive Board and the HR Unit Manager will complete all further 
administration relating to the appointment, in consultation with the Executive Board. 

                                                           
2 In respect of the composition of the appointment advisory committee for the ISS rector, the members 
prescribed pursuant to Article 5 paragraph 3 of the ISS Institute Regulations will in any event be taken into 
consideration. 
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9. Final provisions 

This policy guideline must be posted on the EUR website. 
This policy guideline must be cited as ‘Procedure for the Selection and Appointment of Deans’. 
This policy guideline will enter into force with effect from the date of the relevant resolution adopted 
by the Executive Board. 
This policy guideline will be evaluated after two years. 
 

 

 

 

                                                           


